Carl runs into a question
about how to accomplish
something.
I‛m not sure if I should
deform or indent this
plastic tray.

The problem:
How can users more easily find answers to their questions
about how to use SolidWorks?
Supporting question:
What community features can address this problem?

These short stories illustrate high-level use cases that begin to respond to this issue. Each use
case (identified by letter in the left-hand column) can be considered as a separate project.

He searches the help doc,
with limited success . . .
A. From within help docs,
send question/feedback to
doc team

. . . . and gives feedback to
the doc team . . .

Doc team follows up to
improve content quality

?

SolidWorks HELP

SolidWorks HELP
Send us
feedback!

Hmm. This doesn‛t
quite answer my
question.

!

Hey guys, this
didn‛t help me!

. . . and posts his specific
question . . .

. . . the forum community
reads and responds . . .

. . . Carl is notified (via
SW) of any response(s)

SolidWorks FORUMS

B. From within help
docs, ask question of
peers, gets notified

Q. How do I?
A. First, do this.

SolidWorks

SolidWorks HELP
Ask a question!

Alert!

I know the answer!

My question has
been answerd!

SolidWorks HELP

How do I . . .?

Q. How do I?
A. First, do this.

(responses also
appear in the help doc)

. . . and sees a variety of
posts related to his Q

and selects one with a
highly-rated answer

C. From within help docs,
browse previous forum
threads related to topic

Just what I was
looking for!
SolidWorks HELP
Question?
Question?
Question?

SolidWorks HELP

Question?

Question?

Hey, maybe someone
already had a similar Q

Using the “search” bubble
in SW, he types his Q . . .
D. Searches for answer from
within product

SolidWorks

. . . decides what source
he wants to search . . .

Deform or indent

. . . and selects trom a
short list of results or . . .

. . . continues to a full
results page.

Deform or indent

Search Results

Files
-Your files
-3D Content Central
Support content
-Help docs
-Discussion forums

“deform or
indent plastic”

Answer!
First do this, then do
the other thing.

Help docs

HELP

Help topic name 1

FORUMS

Help topic name 2

3DCC

Help topic name 3

KB

Help topic name 4

-SPRs
-Solutions
-Solidworks.com
-Expert user blogs

Help topic name 5

View all

Search experience is consistent across properties

SolidWorks

KNOWLEDGEBASE

HELP

FORUMS

3DCC

E. Reads expert user
perspectives

Carl installs a new release
of SolidWorks

MEANWHILE . . .
SW solicits bloggers to
write about new features.

Posts are made accessible
from within SW
BLOG

What‛s the new
functionality in this
version, and how does
it apply to my work?

BLOG

BLOG

“Try this!”
SolidWorks

“Now you
can do this”
“Here‛s something
I learned”

I‛ll explore what
expert users are
saying about
what‛s new

BLOG
BLOG

F. Tracks activities
going on in existing
communities

Carl visits his “My SolidWorks” dashboard in
order to . . .

. . . . track his own community activity. . .

BLOG

What’s
New?

. . . . monitor general
community activity . . .

Has anyone
responded to
my . . .

Let‛s see what‛s going
on today . . .

FORUMS

SAM

3DCC

MIKE

Enh. Reqs

MY SOLIDWORKS

MY SOLIDWORKS

G. Engages in
peer-peer support

. . . broadcast questions
to his peers . . .

?

similar
INDUSTRY

Wh
lat at‛st
est he
new
s?

MY SOLIDWORKS

!
H. Acesses all support
content and communities

. . . and proceed to any
SW support destination.
I can get everywhere I need to
from here.
HELP
FORUMS
3DCC
MY SOLIDWORKS

KB
Tech support
Training
Expert user
blogs

I. Accesses all SW
videos in 1 place

Carl wants to watch a
video tutorial . . .

SolidWorks HELP

. . . and selects from any
SW tutorial produced by
any SW group.

SW Video Library

Related
Videos

Hey, there‛s a
video related to
this help topic
Marketing | Documentation
Training | Other

BLOG POST

FRANK
PETE

FORUM POST
COMMENT

Fra
goo nk‛s
g
the d ide ot a MY SOLIDWORKS
re. a
FRANK’s
POST

. . . . share expertise
with peers . . .

?

similar
CO. SIZE

similar
LOCATION

3DCC MODEL

HELP

KB

Forum posts
Service requests
Enhancement requests
Models on 3DCC

. . . . follow his peers‛
activities . . .

!

